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Abstract
Smart factories are characterized by increasing automation and increasing customization. In these
dynamic environments, flexible and adaptive work organization is crucial, both for productivity and
work satisfaction. The Factory2Fit project will support this development by developing adaptation
solutions with which people with different skills, capabilities and preferences can be engaged,
motivated and productive members of the work community in manufacturing industries.
This deliverable describes the results of a survey on enabling technologies, platforms and tools that
are considered in Factory2Fit development work. The survey covered standards, platforms and
tools for Industry 4.0 interoperability. Different adaptation concepts and tools were assessed for
their potentiality to Factory2Fit purposes. Wearable measurement equipment was studied and
evaluated by experts to find best possible devices to monitor worker status in factory work. The
document also gives an overview of the virtual factory environment, which will be used as the
platform in developing training, knowledge sharing and participatory design solutions in
Factory2Fit. This document serves as the base for designing and realizing the F2F framework
communication architecture, platforms and tools as well as the adaptation, knowledge sharing,
training and participatory design solutions.
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Executive Summary
This deliverable gives an overview of the results of task 1.2 Enabling technologies, platforms and tools
of the Factory2Fit project. The base of the document is built from requirements of modern
automations systems (software and equipment): how to configure them, how to make them more
flexible in terms of automation and human interaction as well as how to integrate them to upper level
automation control and Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES). This will also incorporate
requirements and innovation needs from Industry 4.0 trends. From this base, a selection of standards
and technology tools are derived, to be utilised in the adaptation solutions of the Factory2Fit project.
Derived from production related aspects to be considered and weaknesses and impacts of current IT,
an overview is presented of the requirements for communication standards and protocols in the
context of modern production environments and specifically of Industry 4.0. These cover an overview
of requirements for communication standards within Industry 4.0 context as well as for standard
contents, degree of maturity and spreading. 18 requirements were identified to be crucial for further
evaluation of suitable standards and technologies.
The analysis of existing communication standards in respect to the defined requirements gave as the
outcome 5 Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication protocols and standards, 5
platforms/concepts and 3 reference models. Based on the analysis of existing standards, OPC-UA was
selected as the main communication standard in the project.
Draft Factory2Fit target architecture was developed based on OPC-UA as the core communication
standard. This architecture is specifically designed for reaching a high degree of interoperability that
enables the seamless integration of equipment and smart devices to higher level IT systems within the
production domain.
An overview of adaptation concepts and capabilities was made. The aim is to extend the multi-agent
architecture approach of current adaptation concepts to include the workers as separate agents who
can (co-)design, change and have an overall impact on the production process according to their skills
and expertise. The approach will be usable in both static and dynamic manufacturing environments,
taking particular care to assign workers and resources for increased throughput in mass-production
(low re-configurability) and broad flexibility in product customization production and assembly lines.
An analysis of currently available devices to measure worker status was made, and seven devices were
assessed in expert evaluations. According to the results Samsung Gear S3 and Fitbit Charge seem most
suitable for factory workers for measuring activity, heart rate, and sleep. The Moodmetric ring and
the Spire breathing device seem to be the best options amongst the evaluated emotion trackers, even
if both also have downsides.
An overview of virtual factory concepts is also presented. The utilization of the virtual factory model
in Factory2Fit will enable the sharing of the knowledge between the different project stakeholders as
well as interact with the digital mock-up to integrate new concepts and improve the design through
the collection of data. The virtual factory models in Factory2Fit will be created using the 3D simulation
and visualization technology provided by Visual Components.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose of the Document
This deliverable describes the results of task 1.2 Enabling technologies, platforms and tools. Based on
a performed study of requirements of modern automations systems this report gives an overview of
existing standards, platforms and tools for interoperability in the production domain. The task will also
bring in requirements and innovation needs from Industry 4.0 trends.
Relevant standards, platforms and tools are characterized and a target model for interoperability to
be used within the Factory2Fit project is built.
The deliverable also gives an overview of a survey on enabling technologies, platforms and tools that
are considered in Factory2Fit development work. Different adaptation concepts were assessed for
their potentiality to Factory2Fit purposes. Wearable measurement equipment was studied and
evaluated by experts to find best possible devices to monitor worker status in factory work. The
document also describes the virtual factory environment, which will be used as the platform in
developing training, knowledge sharing and participatory design solutions in Factory2Fit.
This document serves as the base for designing and realizing interoperability of Factory2Fit
developments. The document also supports choosing relevant enabling technologies for the
adaptation, knowledge sharing, training and participatory design solutions to be developed in
Factory2Fit project.

1.2 Intended readership
D1.1 is a public document (PU) and therefore is intended for the European Commission, the
Factory2Fit Project Officer, the members of the Factory2Fit consortium, members of other H2020funded projects as well as a broad range of different target audiences from production managers, IT
experts, industrial networks and associations, to other related national and EU-funded projects,
Commission staff, media, and the wider public. Even if the technology surveys have been carried out
based on the needs of the Factory2Fit project, the results can be utilised by other projects and
organizations who plan to utilise similar technologies.

1.3 Relationship with other Factory2Fit deliverables
This deliverable will be closely linked to D1.2 Industrial requirements, due in month 6 of the project
and to deliverable D2.2. Set of online and offline measures for users, context and tasks, which is due
within project month 9. While this D1.1 is focusing on enabling technologies, D1.2 is focusing on
business and user requirements. Together these two deliverables constitute the base for the further
development of Factory2Fit solutions on adaptation, knowledge sharing, training and participatory
design. The definition work continues with concept design, and the results of that work will be
published in D1.3 Adaptation concepts (month 12). Regarding the wearable solutions to measure
worker status, this D1.1 gives an overview of possible equipment while deliverable D2.2 (month 9) will
The research leading to these results has received funding from Horizon 2020, the European
Union’s Framework Programme for Research and Innovation (H2020/2014-2020) under grant
agreement no 723277
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describe the on-line and off-line measures that have been chosen to support Factory2Fit user model.
This deliverable includes a condensed overview of the virtual factory concepts that are tightly related
to deliverable D4.1 (months 12/24).

1.4 Acronyms and abbreviations
Abbreviation

Description

AML

Automation Markup Language

B2MML

Business to Manufacturing Markup Language

DCS

Distributed Control System

DML

Dedicated Manufacturing Line

EDDL

Electronic Device Description Language

ERP

Enterprise Resource Planning

EU

European Union

FDI

Field Device Integration

FDT

Field Device Tool

FMS

Flexible Manufacturing System

HMI

Human Interface

ICT

Information and Communication Technologies

IEC

International Electrotechnical Commission

ISA

International Society of Automation

ISO

International Standard Organization

MES

Manufacturing Execution System

MOM

Manufacturing Operations Management

MQTT

Message Queue Telemetry Transport

NIST

National Institute of Standards and Technology

OAGIS

Open Application Group Integration Specification

OEE

Overall Equipment Efficiency

OPC-UA

Open Platform Communications – Unified Architecture

PLC

Programmable Logic Device

The research leading to these results has received funding from Horizon 2020, the European
Union’s Framework Programme for Research and Innovation (H2020/2014-2020) under grant
agreement no 723277
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PROFINET

Process Field Network

RAMI

Reference Architecture Model Industry 4.0

RAS

Reconfigurable Assembly System

SCADA

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition

SOA

Service Oriented Architecture

TSN

Time-Sensitive Networking

WP

Work Package

Table 1: List of abbreviations
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2 Requirements of modern automation systems
Within the age of Internet of Things (IOT) the physical world melts more and more into the virtual
world. This is especially true for all industrial corporations and there specifically the manufacturing
domain. With the help of modern information and communication technologies digital business
models are created and new horizontal and vertical supply chains are created.
It turned out that in the past seamless communication between equipment, devices, sensors and
actors and with higher-level IT systems was in many cases a big challenge. Only defining physical
communication standards like Ethernet, WiFi, Bluetooth, GSM etc. as well as defining generic
communication protocols like TCP/IP, HTTP, HTTPS, SQL, files, etc. turned out to be not enough to
enable seamless communication between different IT devices and applications [1]. The reason is, that
these standards only define the transport of information from one point to another but do not address
aspects that are crucial to realize a powerful Industry 4.0 enabling communication infrastructure, that
will be also required as base of the Factory2Fit communication backbone.
Out of the information technology very simple communication protocols are available like e.g.
Representational State Transfer (REST) as simple means of exchanging information via HTTP/HTTPS,
or Web Service Description Language (WSDL) technology as specification for interfaces between
different IT systems. But these de facto standards out of the IT do not provide interoperability: if an
application was implemented to connect to an application from vendor A, still for vendor B another
interface implementation would needed to be created to adapt to the different interface
specifications.
UPnP (Universal Plug & Play) as interoperability standard and UDDI as discovery protocol have entered
partly into some areas like e.g. the home consumer domain. They are not suitable for industry use due
to lack of significant features like e.g. missing information models, security and automatic check if
connected communication partners are still online(“communication heartbeat check”).
Available descriptive languages like XML/XSD address the modeling of information but do not combine
this with the ability to build up connectivity networks with services like discovery, data transport,
security etc.
Therefore, from a higher-level perspective the following aspects need to be considered for a suitable
communication standard within the industry and specifically the manufacturing domain:
Architecture Aspects
Support of a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA, loose coupling, ability to combine,
service contracts)
Plug&Play interoperability between equipment, devices, sensors, actors and IT
applications
Support of different technology stacks (e.g. C#, Java, MSSQL, Oracle, etc.)
Evolutionary design to allow an incremental migration

The research leading to these results has received funding from Horizon 2020, the European
Union’s Framework Programme for Research and Innovation (H2020/2014-2020) under grant
agreement no 723277
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Communication Aspects
•

Equipment, devices and IT applications communicate in a standardized way that incorporates
data transport, information models and semantics to allow seamless interoperability

•

Communication is based purely on defined services and well defined communications
contracts (e.g. no direct access of applications into databases)

•

The communication must be secure according to state-of-the-art internet technologies (e.g.
encryption, authentication, certificates, etc.)

IT Infrastructure Aspects
Clear separation of application architecture, system architecture and IT infrastructure

•

IT infrastructure needs to be highly scalable and fault tolerant according to the requirements
posed in the manufacturing domain

Weaknesses

•

Numerous interfaces and
communication protocols

Missing common configuration of
interfaces

Limited usage of standard
equipment interfaces

Many applications for equipment
connection and integration
applications

Limited platform independence

Limited communication
performance

Security aspects only partly
covered

Limited scaleability / No
automatic discovery

No common definition of data
models and data semantics

Interfaces not licence-free /
specific IT infrastructure

Interfaces and protocols are user
company specific

Limited availability of know
how

Negative Impacts

Negative Impacts

Negative Impacts

High Cost

High integration efforts
and cost

High operating efforts and cost

Missing Agility

Long implementation times,
low flexibility

Delay of required adaptations

High Risk

Forschungsunion,
acatech 2013
HighSource:
security
risks

High risk when performing changes

Bad Future
Perspective

Industrie 4.0 requirements
cannot be fulfilled

Limited innovation ability

Recommendations for implementing the strategic initiative INDUSTRIE 4.0

Figure 1: Weaknesses and impacts of current IT

According to these aspects to be considered for a modern Industry 4.0 IT infrastructure, the following
weaknesses of typical current existing IT landscapes were identified that are visualized in Figure 1. In
summary, the currently existing weaknesses lead to significant negative impacts according to:
•

high cost for integration and operation equipment, devices, sensors, actors and IT applications

•

missing agility: long implementation times, low flexibility, delay of required adaptations

•

high risk when performing changes of communications interfaces and high security risks
The research leading to these results has received funding from Horizon 2020, the European
Union’s Framework Programme for Research and Innovation (H2020/2014-2020) under grant
agreement no 723277
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•

bad future perspective and limited innovation ability for migrating to a modern Industry 4.0
IT infrastructure

Derived from the existing weaknesses the following targets were identified that highlight the most
important topics to be addressed when striving for an Industry 4.0 communications infrastructure
(refer to Figure 2)
to consequently apply industry communication standards

•

to introduce and step by step migrate to a modern Industry 4.0 communication infrastructure
with Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) principles and incorporation of modular IT
components

•

to provide company and industry wide data model that allows the definition of standardized
information structures and that includes the ability to include data semantics for seamless
interoperability

•

to support Big Data / Smart Data communication infrastructures and advanced analytics
support

Weaknesses

•

Numerous interfaces and
communication protocols

Missing common configuration of
interfaces

Limited usage of standard
equipment interfaces

Many applications for equipment
connection and integration
applications

Limited platform independence

Limited communication
performance

Security aspects only partly
covered

Limited scaleability / No
automatic discovery

No common definition of data
models and data semantics

Interfaces not licence-free /
specific IT infrastructure

Interfaces and protocols are user
company specific

Limited availability of know
how

Derived Targets

Solution Approach
Communication
Standards
Modern IT Architecture

Information Model
Data Semantic
Big Data und
Analysis

Solution Approach
Standard Interfaces

Industry Standards for
Communication

(Application, Equipments, Devices)

Industry 4.0
Architecture (SOA)

Modular IT Components

Standardized Information
Model for Manufacturing

Big Data and Analysis
Infrastructure

Data Semantics

Data Highway for
Manufacturing Data

Figure 2: Derived targets for modern communication infrastructures

Based on the high-level targets defined within the previous paragraph, a more detailed and
comprehensive requirements list was created that incorporates requirements for communication
standards within the Industry 4.0 context and requirements for standard contents, degree of maturity
and spreading. In addition, general Industry 4.0 design principles need to be followed (Figure 3).

The research leading to these results has received funding from Horizon 2020, the European
Union’s Framework Programme for Research and Innovation (H2020/2014-2020) under grant
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1
2

Design Principle

Description

Interoperability

The ability of machines, devices, sensors, and people to connect and communicate with each
other via the Internet of Things (IoT) or the Internet of People (IoP).

Information Transparency

The ability of information systems to create a virtual copy of the physical world by enriching
digital plant models with sensor data. This requires the aggregation of raw sensor data to
higher-value context information.

Technical Assistance

First, the ability of assistance systems to support humans by aggregating and visualizing
information comprehensibly for making informed decisions and solving urgent problems on
short notice. Second, the ability of cyber physical systems to physically support humans by
conducting a range of tasks that are unpleasant, too exhausting, or unsafe for their human coworkers.

Decentralized Decisions

The ability of cyber physical systems to make decisions on their own and to perform their tasks
as autonomously as possible. Only in the case of exceptions, interferences,Source:
or conflicting
goals,
Wikipedia
2016
are tasks delegated to a higher level.

3

4

Challenges
• IT security issues, which are greatly aggravated by the inherent need to open up those previously closed production shops
• Reliabilityand stabilityneeded for critical machine-to-machine communication (M2M), including very short and stable
latency times
• Need to maintain the integrity of production processes
• Need to avoid any IT snags, as those would cause expensive production outages
• Need to protect industrial knowhow (contained also in the control files for the industrial automation gear)
• Lack of adequate skill-sets to expedite the march towards fourth industrial revolution
• Threat of redundancy of the corporate IT department
• General reluctance to change by stakeholders
• loss of many jobs to automatic processes and IT-controlled processes, especially for lower educated parts of society

Figure 3: Design principles and challenges of automation systems in Industry 4.0;
Source: Wikipedia 2016
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2.1 Requirements for communication standards and protocols in the context of
Industry 4.0
As result of the performed study the following requirements for communication standards within
Industry 4.0 context were identified and described (Figure 4):
Requirement Criteria

Description

Applicability to MES-/Equipment-/PLC-level

The standard is intended to enable systems and applications to communicate with each other
on the different enterprise levels according to ISA-95 (i.e., MES level, plant level, PLC level).

Reduction of integration times / costs on customer
side (Plug & Produce) and at the equipment
manufacturer

Integration times and associated costs on customer side are to be greatly reduced through a
much simpler integration (typically Plug & Produce). On the equipment manufacturer’s part,
integration efforts and times shall be greatly reduced or eliminated in the future. As a longerterm goal, equipments are to be delivered with a standard-conform, equipment-specific
interface, which can be easily adapted (configured) to customer requirements on the customer
side by means of an interface adapter (system connector) and integrated into the customer’s IT
infrastructure.

3

Easy high-availability operation / reduction of
operating costs / easy maintenance

Systems and interfaces implemented on the basis of the standard should be simple, i.e.
operated with little effort, and also highly available. As a result, a significant reduction in
operating costs is to be achieved. The communication standard is intended to enable easy
maintenance of systems as well as their interface configurations.

4

Platform independence

The standard shall be platform-independent, i.e. It supports various technologies (e.g.,
operating systems, network infrastructures, programming languages, etc.).

5

High data transfer performance / large number of data
points / Big Data Support

The standard shall allow the rapid transfer of a high number of data points (several thousand
data points per second) over standard network infrastructures (e.g. Ethernet, Industrial
Ethernet, etc.) and shall support the construction of infrastructures for future data acquisition
for big data systems.

6

Applicability for communication for data acquisition
and exchange as well as for system control

Interfaces developed with the standard can be used for data acquisition as well as for
transmission of control commands and fulfill the appropriate prerequisites regarding
performance, response times, availability.

Secure data transfer (certificates, encryption)

Interfaces developed using the standard can be used for the transmission of control commands
and meet the appropriate prerequisites for this.

High Scalability / Discovery (central equipment /
device directory)

System architectures realized on the basis of the standard can be scaled very well (for example
from small production islands to complete plants). The standard allows the administration and
easy retrieval of connected equipments / devices via a repository.

Declaration and ownership of data

Implementations using the standard should be capable of clearly assign the ownership of
transmitted data (e.g. by using adequate metadata attributes) so that always the
responsibilities for maintaining certain data is cleary maintained.

1
2

7
8
9

Figure 4: Requirements for communication standards within Industry 4.0 Context
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2.2 Requirements for communication standards scope, maturity and spreading
The following requirements were identified and described for standard contents, degree of maturity
and spreading (Figure 5):

1

Requirement Criteria

Description

Full specification of a standard communication protocol
(control, data access, alarms, events, history)

The standard shall include a complete and unambiguous detailed specification of a
communications protocol, supporting control, data access, alarms & events, and easy
provision of historical data.

Definition of equipment and device models

The standard is intended to provide the possibility to define hierarchical and network-like
equipment and device models. In this way, the equipment structure, devices, sensors and
actuators can be clearly represented in a global address space so that these can be
accessed comfortably and efficiently.

Definition of structured data objects and data types

With the help of the standard, structured data objects can be defined, which can be
exchanged between different applications / devices. Furthermore, the definition of
complex data types should be possible so that information to be transferred can be
adequately depicted and standardized.

Definition of semantics of data objects

The standard must allow to describe the semantics of information within the object or
data model. In this way, in addition to the data contents also their meaning can also be
clearly defined in the company context.

Support for vertical and horizontal integration

The standard must allow for both vertical integration and horizontal integration (i.e., data
exchange between different and within the same enterprise layers) of applications /
systems / devices.

Standard openness / no license fees

The standard is to be an open, i.e. freely available standard. In general, no license fees
should be charged for the use of the standard (in installations or other software systems).

Availability of software libraries / products and vendors

The availability of commercial or freely available software libraries or products that
implement the standard must be given. There must be a sufficient number of vendors /
software producers who implement the standard.

Degree of maturity

The standard itself as well as implementations based on the standard must have an
adequate degree of maturity, i.e., assured practical suitability in the industrial
environment.

Dissemination in industry and their sustained support

The standard itself and standard-based implementations must have a sufficient degree of
dissemination and be supported sustainably and to a high degree by the industry.

2

3

4
5
6
7
8
9

Figure 5: Requirements for standard contents, degree of maturity and spreading
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3 Overview and analysis of existing standards, platforms and tools
for interoperability within the production domain
3.1 Overview and classification of industrial standards within the automation
hierarchy
As a main source for relevant existing communication standards, platforms and tools the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) was identified that provides a very comprehensive
standard landscape (Manufacturing Pyramid) within the manufacturing domain [2]; refer to Figure 6.
Within this standard landscape, the Manufacturing Pyramid is the core of the IT application ecosystem
and is where the product lifecycle, production lifecycle, and business cycle converge and interact. In a
smart operation, autonomous and intelligent machine behaviours—including self-awareness,
reasoning and planning, and self-correction—are key, but information resulting from these behaviours
must flow up and down the Pyramid. This integration from machine to plant to enterprise systems is
vital and critically depends upon standards. Standards-enabled integration allows 1) access to field
and plant data for making quick decisions and optimizing production throughput and quality, 2)
accurate measures of energy and material use, and 3) improved shop floor safety and enhanced
manufacturing sustainability.
NIST divides integration standards based on the ISA 95 hierarchy [3, 12], which has also been included
within ISO/IEC 62264 [4]. ISA 95 is a commonly used reference model for developing automated
interfaces between enterprise and control systems. This standard was developed for global
manufacturers and designed for applicability to all industries and for batch, discrete, and continuous
processes alike.
In the following Figure 6 the NIST Manufacturing Pyramid is shown and standards that are relevant for
the Factory2Fit IT infrastructure were selected and highlighted in red.
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Selected Standards
in Survey

•
•
•
•

OpenO&M
EDDL
Automation ML
RAMI 4.0

• FDT
Based on Source: National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

Figure 6: Manufacturing Pyramide based on ISA95 and NIST

In a further step the selected standards were briefly described and classified (refer to Figure 7) into
three classes
M2M Communication Protocols and Standards: contains machine to machine
communication standards and protocols that focus on communication and collaboration
between different equipment, devices, sensors, actors and IT applications within the
manufacturing domain (like e.g. OPC-UA, MT Connect, etc.).
Concepts/Platforms: contains more generic concepts and platforms for engineering,
monitoring, control and integration of equipment and devices (like e.g. FDT, FDI) and formal
descriptive languages (like e.g. Automation ML).
Reference Models / Implementation Guidelines: contains higher level reference models like
ISA 95, RAMI 4.0 but do not describe communication and protocols to be used in detail.
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Figure 7: Overview and classification of communication standards (selected)

3.2 Brief standards description
The following tables, Table 2, 3 and 4, provide a short description of the selected standards, platforms
and reference models to be further evaluated including helpful Internet links that lead to more
detailed information:
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Standard

Short Description / Links

OPC Unified Architecture (OPC-UA)

OLE for Process Control (OPC) was the initial name for standardized software interfaces, which should enable the exchange
of data between applications of various manufacturers in the automation technology. Due to the progressive development
of these interfaces and the associated decrease in the relevance of the OLE object system, the standard was renamed in
November 2001 to Open Platform Communications. The current generation of OPC is called OPC UA (OPC Unified
Architecture). Today, OPC is the standard for vendor-independent communication in automation technology.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_Platform_Communications
http://www.opcfoundation.org/Default.aspx/01_about/01_history.asp?MID=AboutOPC
OPC is used where sensors, controllers and control systems from different manufacturers form a common, flexible network.
With OPC, it is sufficient to write an OPC-compliant driver for data exchange for each device. It is usually already provided
by the manufacturer. An OPC driver can be integrated into any control and monitoring system without great adaptation.
„The OPC-Foundation is dedicated to ensuring interoperability in automation by creating and maintaining open
specifications that standardize the communication of acquired process data, alarm and event records, historical data, and
batch data to multi-vendor enterprise systems and between production devices. Production devices include sensors,
instruments, PLCs, RTUs, DCSs, HMIs, historians, trending subsystems, alarm subsystems, and more as used in the process
industry, manufacturing, and and other industries.“

MT Connect

... is an open, license-free standard that aims to achieve greater interoperability between devices and software applications
in the production area.
„By establishing an open and extensible channel of communication for plug-and-play interconnectivity between devices,
equipment and systems, MTConnect allows sources to exchange and understand each other’s data. This common
communication is facilitated by XML and HTTP technology to provide real-time data from throughout a factory.
http://mtconnect.org/
“In September 2010, the OPC Foundation and the MTConnect Institute signed a memorandum of understanding to provide
a mechanism for OPC and MTConnect to collaborate to extend the reach of the existing manufacturing data exchange
standards and implementation technologies”. The outcome of that agreement is this companion specification called
MTConnect-OPC UA. MTConnect-OPC UA is a set of companion specifications to ensure interoperability and consistency
between MTConnect specifications and OPC specifications, as well as the
manufacturing technology equipment, devices, software or other products that implement
those standards.“

Standard

Short Description / Links

Message Queue Telemetry Transport
(MQTT)

Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT) is an open message protocol for machine-to-machine communication
(M2M) that allows the transmission of telemetry data in the form of messages between devices, despite high delays or
restricted networks. Corresponding devices range from sensors and actuators, mobile phones, embedded systems in
vehicles or laptops to fully developed computers.
Since 2013, MQTT has been standardized as a protocol of the Internet of Things by the Organization for the
Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS). The MQTT protocol is also known as "WebSphere MQTT",
"SCADA Protocol", or "MQ Integrator SCADA Device Protocol" (MQIsdp). MQTT messages can be encrypted using the
TLS protocol.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MQ_Telemetry_Transport
http://mqtt.org/

Process Field Network (PROFINET)

PROFINET (Process Field Network) is the open Industrial Ethernet standard of Profibus & Profinet International (PI) for
automation. Profinet uses TCP / IP and IT standards, is real-time Ethernet-capable and enables the integration of
fieldbus systems.
The concept of Profinet is modular, so that the user can choose the functionality himself. This is essentially the same as
the data exchange, in order to meet the speed requirements.
With Profinet, there are the two views Profinet IO and Profinet CBA:
• Profinet IO (Input-Output) has been created for the connection of a Decentralized Peripheral to a controller. For the
different application areas, the available functions and real-time characteristics are divided into the three
conformity classes CC-A, CC-B and CC-C.
• Profinet CBA (Component Based Automation) is designed for component-based communication via TCP / IP and
real-time communication for real-time requirements in modular plant engineering. Both communication paths can
be used in parallel.
Profinet IO and Profinet CBA can communicate at the same time on the same bus system. They can be operated
separately or combined, so that a unit with Profinet IO appears as a Profinet CBA system in the plant view.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Profinet
http://www.profibus.com/pi-organization/about-pi/
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Standard

Short Description / Links

Time Sensitive Network (TSN)

Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN) is a set of standards that the Time-Sensitive Networking Task Group [1] (IEEE 802.1)
operates on. The TSN Task Group was created from the renaming of the audio / video Bridging Task Group, which was
available until November 2012, and continues its work.
A major part of the projects define extensions to the IEEE 802.1Q (ISO / OSI-Layer 2) bridging standard. These extensions
mainly address the transmission with very low transmission latency and high availability.
Possible fields of application are converged networks with real-time audio / video streams as well as, in particular, realtime control streams, which are used, for example, in cars or in industrial systems for control purposes.
As the initiator, Kuka drives the real-time expansion of OPC UA around the emerging TSN standard (IEEE 802.1 TSN)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time-Sensitive_Networking
http://www.ieee802.org/1/pages/tsn.html

Table 2: Description of selected communication standards

Concept / Platform

Short Description / Links

Field Device Tool FDT

... is a manufacturer independent concept in automation technology, which allows the parameterization of field devices
from different manufacturers with only one application.
Here, FDT describes the data exchange between an application and software components for field devices. FDT is
standardized as an international standard IEC 62453 and ISA103.
FDT is used in process engineering as well as in factory automation. The concept supports both simple field devices
(with few parameters) as well as complex devices (with many parameters and modules).
“The FDT Group and the OPC Foundation announce a joint project to provide off-the-shelf interoperability between the
FDT 2.0 standard and the OPC Unified Architecture (UA) standard. The project envisions a standard plug-in for the new
FDT 2.0 standard that will provide the necessary connectivity to enable data to be communicated throughout the
enterprise using the OPC UA standard. Work is underway to make this capability available when the new FDT 2.0
standard is fully available.”
http://www.fdtgroup.org/?q=de

Field Device Integration (FDI)

... is a technique for the integration of intelligent field devices into supervisory control systems.
„Foundation technology is the world's leading digital protocol for process automation. It provides end users with the
"Freedom to Choose" best-in-class, interoperable control products from their suppliers of choice, and the "Power to
Integrate" control systems, subsystems and devices across the plant enterprise. The result is improved plant
performance-and greater business results.”
http://www.fieldbus.org/index.html
Effective January 1, 2015: the Fieldbus Foundation has become part of the new FieldComm Group. A new and enhanced
website is under construction and will be available later this year.
“The five leading automation foundations, including the FDT Group, Fieldbus Foundation, HART Communication
Foundation, PROFIBUS & PROFINET International and the OPC Foundation, have developed a single common technology
solution for Field Device Integration (FDI). FDI technology manages information from intelligent field devices during
their entire lifecycle – from configuration, commissioning and diagnostics to calibration, making one-off solutions for
different devices obsolete.”
“With the majority of the members of these respective organizations being OPC suppliers, the standardization of field
device information facilitates the development of native OPC UA applications that support the FDI information model.”
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Concept / Platform

Short Description / Links

Electronic Device Description Language (EDDL)

... is a formal language for describing the operation and parameterization of devices for process and production
automation.
Today's devices for process and production automation have a variety of setting options to adapt them to the individual
application (parameterization). They offer a digital communication interface (HART, PROFIBUS, Fieldbus Foundation).
Various software tools allow the operation and parameterization of the devices. DDL was developed in the early 1990s
in order to avoid creating a separate software tool for each device type. A single software tool can operate and
parameterize many different device types by interpreting the device description (DD). Creating the description using
DDL is less complex than creating an individual software tool.
HART Communication Foundation, PROFIBUS and Fieldbus Foundation have merged and expanded their respective
description languages. The result is an IEC standard (IEC 61804) under the designation Electronic Device Description
Language (EDDL).
The harmonization and further development of the EDDL will be preceded by the ECT (EDDL Cooperation Team). ECT's
members include the members of the Fieldbus Foundation, the Profibus User Organization, the Hart Communication
Foundation, the OPC Foundation and the FDT Group.
http://www.eddl.org

Automation Markup Language
(AutomationML)

... is a neutral, XML-based data format for the storage and exchange of plant planning data, which is available as an open
standard. The goal of AutomationML is the exchange of engineering data in a heterogeneous tool landscape of modern
engineering tools for various disciplines such as mechanical design, electrical design, HMI development, PLC
programming or robot control.
The AutomationML data exchange format is standardized in IEC 62714, whereby the first section "Architecture and
general requirements" is already an international standard (IS) [1].
https://www.automationml.org/o.red.c/home.html
AutomationML describes plant components as objects with different aspects. AutomationML is made up of different
standards that are linked by strongly typed links:
- Topology or structure (attributes and relationships of objects) implemented with CAEX (IEC 62424).
- Geometry (graphical attributes and 3D information) implemented with COLLADA of the Khronos Group.
- Kinematics (connections and dependencies of objects to describe motion planning) implemented with COLLADA.
- Logic (process sequences, internal behavior and I/O connections) implemented with PLCopen XML.

Concept / Platform

Short Description / Links

PLCOpen / PLCopen for OPC-UA

... is an organization in the field of industrial control technology. Standards are being developed to improve the
efficiency of application development and reduce the cost of maintaining such software. The PLCopen wants to be
independent of certain manufacturers and products and by operating in the working circles to spread international
standards and their application on a wide field. One of the core activities is within the scope of EN 61131, the only
global standard for industrial control programming.

(OPC-UA Client Function Blocks for IEC61131-3)

http://www.plcopen.org
„A cooperation between PLCopen and OPC Foundation started with the mapping of the IEC 61131-3 software model to
the OPC Unified Architecture (UA) information model. This resulted in the release (2010) of the technical specification
"OPC UA Information Model for IEC 61131-3", version 1.00.
The next step adds the OPC UA client functionality to the controller by defining a set of Function Blocks for IEC 61131-3.
With this specification, "OPC-UA Client Function Blocks for IEC 61131-3", released in April 2014, the controller becomes
an intelligent part in the communication.”

Table 3: Description of concepts/platforms
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Reference Model

Short Description / Links

Referenzarchitekturmodell RAMI 4.0

The reference architecture model Industry 4.0, or RAMI 4.0, consists of a three-dimensional "coordinate system" which
contains the essential aspects of Industry 4.0. Complex relationships can be broken down into smaller, manageable
packages.
Defined axes: "Hierarchy Levels", "Life Cycle & Value Stream", "Layers"
RAMI 4.0 includes the essential aspects of Industry 4.0. It supplements the hierarchy levels from IEC 62264 at the lower
end by the level of the product or workpiece ("Product") and at the upper end beyond the single factory around the
"Connected World". The horizontal axis serves to represent the lifecycle of plants or products, whereby the aspect of
the distinction between the type and the instance is also represented. Finally, the IT representation of an industry 4.0
component is described in a structured manner via the six layers.
http://www.zvei.org/Themen/Industrie40/Seit en/Das-Referenzarchitekturmodell-RAMI-40-und-die-Industrie-40Komponente.aspx
http://www.zvei.org/Downloads/Automation/150410_Umsetzungsstrategie_Plattform%20Industrie%204.0.pdf

Open Operations and Maintenance
(OpenO&M)

OpenO&M (Open Operations and Maintenance) is an initiative of the following industry standards organizations:
- The International Society of Automation (ISA)
- Machinery Information Management Open System Alliance (MIMOSA)
- Manufacturing Enterprise Solutions Association (MESA) International
- OPC Foundation
- Open Applications Group (OAGi)
The goal of OpenO&M is to provide a uniform set of standards. The OpenO & M Framework consists of the following
standards for the exchange of production and maintenance data as well as the associated context:
- MIMOSA Open System Architecture for Enterprise Application Integration (OSA-EAI)
- MIMOSA Open System Architecture for Condition-Based Maintenance (OSA-CBM) based on ISO 13374 [2]
- ANSI / ISA-95 - Enterprise / Control System Interface Standard
- ISA-99 - Control System Cyber-Security Standard? - OPC interface specifications and data transport standards
http://www.openoandm.org/

Reference Model

Short Description / Links

ISA-95

... is a standard for the integration of company and management levels issued by the ISA and is also referred to as S95 or
SP95. ISA-95 is based on ISA-88, which it extends from the process control technology for the batch operation to the
operating control technology, which is also applicable for discrete and continuous production.
www.isa-95.com
„ISA-95 is the international standard for the integration of enterprise and control systems. ISA-95 consists of models and
terminology that can be used to determine which information has to be exchanged between systems for sales, finance
and logistics and systems for production, maintenance and quality. This information is structured in UML models, which
are the basis for the development of standard interfaces between ERP and MES systems. The ISA-95 standard can be
used for several purposes, for example as a guide for the definition of user requirements, for the selection of MES
suppliers and as a basis for the development of MES systems and databases. Standard documents are: ISA-95 Enterprise
Control Systems; ISA-95.01 Models & Terminology; ISA-95.02 Object Model Attributes; ISA-95.03 Activity Models; ISA95.04 Object Models & Attributes; ISA-95.05 B2M Transactions; ISA-95 and XML”

Table 4: Description of reference models

3.3 Characterisation of the standards according to industrial requirements
Within the study an assessment of the selected communication standards versus the defined
requirements (refer to section 2) was performed that provided the characterization shown within the
following Table 5 – Table 6:
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Criteria

OPC-UA

OPC Classic

Requirements for Communication Standards within
Industry 4.0 Context
Applicability to MES-/Equipment Level

Continuous application
at MES / equipment
and PLC level; No real
real-time support

Reduction of integration times / costs on customer side (Plug &
Produce) and at the equipment manufacturer

++
Very short integration
times possible, if OPC
UA is integrated into
the system (Plug &
Produce)

Easy high-availability operation / reduction of operating costs /
easy maintenance

+
Via appropriate server /
client infrastructure
possible

Platform independence

++
All platforms

High data transfer performance / large number of data points /
Big Data Support

++

O
-Mainly for equipment
connection usable

++
Read and write access

Secure data transfer (certificates, encryption)

++
Certificates and
encryption according to
the latest Internet
standards (WS Secure
conversation, SSL
encryption)

High Scalability / Discovery (central equipment / device directory)

++
Very good scalability,
Discovery Services;
Central directory
services possible

Possibility to reflect Ownership of Data

+
Ownership of the data
can be stored in the
information model

Legend

++
+
O
-NA

O
--

PROFINET

TSN

No horizontal
integration possible at
PLC level

+
No horizontal
integration at PLC level
possible

O
Elaborate operation
due to. MS
infrastructure (DCOM
server / clients)

+

--

++
All platforms

--

+
HTTP-based protocol
(REST); No binary
protocol

O

O
Only read access (data
acquisition) possible

-COM / DCOM-based;
Limitations by MS
platform

-No authentication; No
encryption

-COM / DCOM-based;
Limitations by MS
platform

++
Discovery and central
directory services via
LDAP recommended

+
Ownership of the data
can be stored in the
information model

-++

O
Restricted use on
equipment level; No
support for real-time
communication at the
PLC level

O
O

+

+
Profinet in combination
with PLCopen can help
to reduce the
integration times
(standardized system
and device structures)

+
Ownership of the data
can be stored in the
information model

++
All platforms

+
HTTP-based protocol;
Supports MQ, MQTT
and JMS; No binary
protocol

O
Mainly read access
(observer behavior
pattern)

+

O
Only restricted use at
MES level possible

+

Use mainly in the
Via appropriate server / Via appropriate server /
automation area (realclient infrastructure
client infrastructure
time)
possible "
possible "

Only Microsoft
platforms

Equipment data
collection , but limited
system control

O
--

Mainly transmits
Mainly used in the
Supports integration at telemetry data between
Mainly transmitting realautomation area for
devices with high
equipment and MES
time audio / video
control and data
delays; lightweight
level; Integration at the
streams
protocol; no real-time acquisition in real time
PLC level is limited
capability

O

Binary and HTTP-based Restricted due to. COM
protocol
/ DCOM protocol

Applicability for communication for data acquisition and
exchange as well as for system control

MQTT

M2M Communication Protocols and Standards

++
O

Applicability to PLC Level

MT Connect

+
Use mainly in the
automation area and
for audio / video
transmission (real-time)

++
All platforms

++
All platforms

+
PROFINET can transport
data very quickly;
Limited to the
transmission of large
amounts of data; No
interpretation on "big
data"

++
High-performance
latency-minimized
protocol

+
Good for data
acquisition and
equipment control in
the area close to the
equipment

+
Good for data
acquisition and
equipment control in
the area close to the
equipment

--

--

No authentication; No
MQTT messages can be encryption; Siemens
No authentication; No
recommends
encrypted with the TLS
encryption
foreclosure the Profinet
protocol
networks

++
Very good scalability,
Discovery Services;
Central directory
services possible

+
Ownership of the data
can be stored in the
information model

--

--

No Discovery Services
No Discovery Services
and no central directory and no central directory
services known
services known

-No distinctive
information model for
the deposit of the
ownership of data

-No distinctive
information model for
the deposit of the
ownership of data

Very well available/
implemented
Well available/
implemented
Partly available/
implemented
Inadequatly
available/
implemented
is not addressed

Table 5: Classification of communication standards (selected) 1/2
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Criteria

OPC-UA

OPC Classic

MT Connect

MQTT

PROFINET

TSN

Requirements for Standard Contents, Degree of
Maturity and Spreading
Full specification of a standard communication protocol (control, da
alarms, events, history)

+
Extensive
functionalities; Full
specification available

Definition of equipment and device models

O
Reduced scope; Mainly
data collection; Limited
control

++
Complex objectoriented information
model available

Definition of structured data objects and data types

++
About information
model

Definition of semantics of data objects

++
About information
model

Support for vertical and horizontal integration

+

Vertical and horizontal
integration possible; No
real real-time

Support for vertical and horizontal integration

+
Currently standard
available only to OPC
Foundation members;
Announcement:
'Standard is generally
made freely available

Availability of software libraries / products and vendors

+

+

Extensive
functionalities; Only
data collection; No
control

O
Restricted objectoriented information
model available

++
Complex objectoriented information
model available

O
Restricted information
model

++
About information
model

O
Restricted information
model

++
About XML Schema

O

No horizontal
integration at
equipment level

O

No horizontal
integration at
equipment level

O
Standard is freely
available for OPC
Foundation members
only

++
Freely available
standard

++

High number of
providers available
Several providers exist
(equipment builders,
(e.g., Softing, Unified
Automation, Siemens, software houses); Often
used by Siemens and
Beckhoff, ...)
Beckhoff PLCs

Degree of maturity

O

+
Various US suppliers
(mainly equipment
connectors)

++

+

O
Lightweight protocol
with Publish /
Subscribe; Only data
collection; No control

-No object-oriented
information model
available

-Table-based structure
of data packages; No
information model

-No semantics available

O

No horizontal
integration at
equipment level

++
Freely available
standard

O
Mainly IBM
(WebSphereMQ
Telemetry, IBM
Integration Bus);
Further freely available
brokers e.g. Eclipse,
Mosquitto)

+

O
Focus on hardware
control and data
acquisition (field level,
real-time)

-No object-oriented
information model
available

-No object-oriented
information model
available

-No object-oriented
information model
available

--

O
Focus on hardware
control and data
acquisition (field level,
real-time)

-No object-oriented
information model
available

-No object-oriented
information model
available

-No object-oriented
information model
available

--

Focus on hardware
control and data
acquisition (field level,
real-time); PROFINET
can be used in
Focus on real-time data
conjunction with other
transmission as well as
Ethernet-based
audio / video data
standards. E.g. It is
possible to use OPC UA
and PROFINET to use
the same cable in
parallel.

+
Standards are available
for members of
Profibus & Profinet
International (PI)

++
High number of
providers available
(equipment builders,
software houses)

++

++
Freely available
standard

O
Only few suppliers
available

--

The new standard 2014
First developments
First products have
First products have
Pre-tested products
Pre-tested products
was created from the
been available for a few since 1999; Since 2013,
been available for a few
have been available for
have been available for
Audio / Video Bridging
MQTT has been an
years; Often in
years; Often in
many years
many years
Task Group,
OASIS standard
industrial tests
industrial tests

Dissemination in industry and their sustained support

O

++

Spread worldwide;
Spread worldwide;
Extensive support from
Extensive support from
industry; Increasing
industry;
installations

Legend

++
+
O
-NA

O
Mainly distributed in
the USA

-On MQTT homepage
only a few projects
available; No more
detailed information;
Rather used in special
fields (for example, oil
production)

++

--

Not very common; No
known industrial users;
As the initiator, Kuka is
Spread worldwide;
pushing forward the
Extensive support from
real-time expansion of
industry;
OPC UA with the
upcoming TSN standard
(IEEE 802.1 TSN).

Very well available/
implemented
Well available/
implemented
Partly available/
implemented
Inadequatly
available/
implemented
is not addressed

Table 6: Classification of communication standards (selected) 2/2
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Based on the results of the evaluation, OPC-UA was selected as main communication standard for
vertical integration for the Factory2Fit project. OPC-UA is considered the most promising future
communication due to the following facts:
Overall OPC-UA was rated very well according to the defined requirements for modern
automation systems and Industry 4.0. Especially the easy usage, the already good installation
base and practical experience, the provided powerful information model, the integrated
discovery services and the good support of Industry 4.0 requirements makes OPC-UA perfectly
suitable to fulfill current Industry 4.0 requirements as well as the requirements posed by the
Factory2Fit framework for communication between equipment, devices and higher-level IT
applications.
Furthermore, the OPC-UA technology is currently pushed quite extensively by industry and is
also be part of the reference architecture model of Industry 4.0 (RAMI, [9, 21]).
Due to its object-oriented information model for describing data structures and semantics
within the production domain (e.g. equipment data, process data, material data, status data
etc.), OPC-UA is suitable for all relevant scenarios within equipment and device connectivity
as well as within the vertical integration of production IT applications.
The provided service model of OPC-UA is quite comprehensive. Support is given by
commercial and public available SDKs, like e.g. Unified Automation, Softing, GitHub, etc.
OPC-UA fully covers modern security related aspects like e.g. encryption, certificates, auditing,
etc.

Nevertheless, with the implementation and operation of OPC-UA there are also some risks covered
that need to be considered like e.g.:
OPC-UA is still a relative new technology, i.e. there is a risk of not having yet stable and proven
implementations (e.g. development APIs) available.
Still know how on using OPC-UA in a production environment must be built up; there is the
risk to be able to find suitable resources and ramp them up fast enough to fulfil the project
timeline
The given advantages of OPC-UA need to be proven within the project, i.e. to validate that
OPC-UA suits the Factory2Fit requirements, especially with respect to be able to integrate the
various equipment, devices, sensors, actors etc. seamlessly.
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4 Factory2Fit target architecture for interoperability
As a further part of task 1.2 a first draft of the target architecture for interoperability was defined that
is shown in the following Figure 8. The defined target architecture supports the interoperability of all
required Factory2Fit components as e.g. equipment, smart devices, sensors, actors and provides easy
connectivity to upper level IT applications like. e.g. MES, Big Data Factory2Fit Knowledge base and
further Factory2Fit Framework applications and components.
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Figure 8: Factory2Fit target architecture for interoperability

A core element of the target architecture for interoperability is the I40 Adapter (refer also to the
following Figure 9) that can communicate with equipment and diverse periphery devices (as e.g. ID
reader, smart devices, etc.) and provides easy and standardized connectivity to higher-level IT
applications. The communication interfaces to equipment and periphery could vary depending on the
concrete requirements (i.e. proprietary interfaces can be supported), nevertheless the preferred
future communication standard to equipment and periphery is OPC-UA. When using OPC-UA for
connecting to equipment and periphery, the integration efforts are significantly lower compared to
integrating proprietary interfaces to the I40 adapter. This is due to the comprehensive features of
OPC-UA to expose an easy to use and self-describing information model to external IT applications
(like e.g. the I40 adapter).
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Components

Description

I40 Adapter

The I40 adapter is a software for the flexible standardized connection of production
equipment, including peripheral devices, to higher-level IT systems. Typically, the
adapter is operated on an equipment-PC. Alternatively, operation at the computer
center is possible.
The main features of the I40 adapter are:
• Reusability for all types of equipment
• Possibility to integrate different equipment and periphery
• Standardized information model for communicating with higher level IT
applications
• Enabling of big data feeding
The I40 adapter allows a very fast, standardized integration of production equipment
into the company-specific IT landscape. Furthermore, there is a high degree of
flexibility and speed when changing the information models. The migration to BigData infrastructures is optimally supported.

2

I40 Adapter Orchestration

The AI40 Adapter Orchestration is a software for central administration, monitoring
and orchestration of a variety of I40 adapters. The Adapter Orchestrator provides
centralized model management for administration (including versioning and
distribution) of standard information models and the mapping configurations of
specific equipment information models into standard information models.

3

Production IT- Applications

This includes the IT applications in the production environment (for example MES,
ERP, Big-Data, ...), which require access to production equipment with I40 system
adapters.

4

Equipment Control Software

Control software for the equipment; Typically, it is operated on the system (e.g., on a
equipment-PC).

5

Equipment Periphery

Equipment peripheral, which is not fully integrated into the equipment control
system; (E.g. ID-Reader, Moby-U, special sensors and actuators, light signs, etc.

1

Figure 9: Description of Factory2Fit target architecture for interoperability

With an integrated Model Mapping the I40 Adapter can bring equipment and periphery specific
protocols to a single standardized information model representation inside the I40 adapter using OPCUA’s powerful information models. By exposing this standardized information model to higher level
IT-systems, these IT systems can be connected in an easy and very efficient way to the I40 adapter
and can monitor and control the equipment and the attached periphery. Furthermore the provision
of big data information to respective big data IT infrastructures (e.g. to distributed data ingestion
machines) is fully supported. In effect this target architecture opens the way to a fully featured
Industry 4.0 information network. The main advantages of the I40 Adapter are:
•

Reusability for all types of equipment

•

Possibility to integrate different equipment and periphery

•

Standardized information model for communicating with higher level IT applications

•

Enabling of big data feeding
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5 Overview of adaptation concepts and capabilities
Adaptation of manufacturing systems can be classified into five different types [37]: flexibility, agility,
reconfigurability, changeoverability and transformability. Out of these concepts, flexibility refers to
the ability to adapt to continuously changing requirements without making physical changes to the
system, while reconfigurability is about changing physical (hard) components to adapt to those
changes [27]. Therefore, adaptation can refer to all controlled changes a production system can
undergo during its service, and can either be physical (re-configurable), logical (flexible) or parametric
(adjusting machine parameters, such as for example conveyor belt speed, [31]). This distinction is
illustrated in Figure 10. Furthermore, adaptation can either be static (changes made to the system
during downtime) or dynamic (changes applied during actual operation of the system). The first type
refers to planning, and changes made to the system design to support a set of requirements while the
second is applied to enable the system to balance, react and recover from changes made to the
environment (e.g. production disturbances [31]). As can be seen in Figure 10, static adaptation can
cover all three aspects of physical, logical and parametric changes, while only the last two types can
actively support dynamic adaptation of manufacturing environments. Within this scope,
manufacturing systems are required to provide adaptive elements regarding two central aspects, one
being the ability to produce different products and the other being production capacity. Static systems
are more fit to handle mass production, e.g. the continuous production of a single product at a high
production rate [32], while dynamic systems are fore mostly implemented whenever the need for
customised products at fluctuating production volumes is high, thus taking advantage of specialized
manufacturing components (robots) to keep up with the changes occurring in the production
environment [36].

Production System Adaptation

Physical
Adaptation
(hard)

Layout

(Add /
Remove /
Re-arrange
devices)

Machine
Elements
(Substitute)

Logical
Adaptation
(soft)

Machines
(Add /
Remove)

Rerouting

Rescheduling

Replanning

Parametric
Adaptation
(soft)

Reprogram
ming

Change
Machine
Settings

Figure 10: Production system adaptation types (adapted from [31])
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5.1 Current State of the art overview on adaptation in manufacturing
Up until recently, manufacturing systems with a strong focus on machining could be distinct into two
categories, according to the two aspects mentioned earlier, e.g. production capacity and customizable
products. Dedicated Manufacturing Lines (DMLs) rely on purpose-built machinery and are
characterized by high throughput and a capacity to mass produce parts at the highest efficiency. On
the other hand, Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMSs) typically use Computer Numerical Control
(CNC) machines that often combine multiple tools (e.g. drills, saws, etc.) into a single cell in order to
produce different kinds of goods but at a reduced production capacity.
Koren and Shpitalni [32] first introduced the concept of Reconfigurable Assembly Systems (RAS) as a
means to combine the better of the two worlds, taking advantage of DML throughput and FMS
flexibility. Production systems under the DML, FMS and RMS paradigms are typically consisting of
multiple manufacturing machines connected by a common transfer system, and typically consist of
multiple stages of partial processing that turn raw material into the finished product. Within RMS,
configuration of the system impacts productivity, responsiveness, convertibility and scalability [32].
Recent research on RMS has produced several approaches that have been brought on to the market
as enablers ([33, 35]), taking advantage of recent developments in Information and Communication
Technology (ICT), digitalization and virtualization [28]. Such solutions are predominantly occupied
with regard to machining [29], and can be applied to assembly systems (Reconfigurable/Flexible
Assembly Systems – RAS, FAS) as well. The term ‘plug and produce’ [25] has been used to describe
research on interoperability within the scope of RAS carried out under the Industry 4.0 scheme in
Germany as well as the Internet of Things (IoT)/Industrial Internet Consortium (IIC).
Another manufacturing paradigm facilitating the implementation of dynamic assembly systems is
based on multi-agent architectures. Barata et al. [26] first proposed such a conceptual architecture, in
which each manufacturing resource is represented as an agent. The approach allows for easy resource
integration and exclusion (core concept of the ‘plug and produce’ paradigm), as each agent is
described by its capabilities, and the combination of capabilities across all agents represents the
current capabilities of the entire system. Alsafi & Vyatkin [23] described a multi-agent system which
is able to adapt to changes in the manufacturing environment (e.g. product specifications), and which
is able to dynamically synthesize an alternate configuration as a sequence of low-level manufacturing
operations, hierarchically aggregating across all atomic operations provided by all currently available
resources (e.g. robot arm and gripping tool). Monostori [34] described the so-called Cyber-Physical
Production Systems (CPPS) which is considered a central concept in the 4th Industrial Revolution
(Industry 4.0) [24]. The approach transforms typical hierarchical control infrastructure into a
hierarchical architecture of inter-communicating building blocks (machines). Consequently,
Antzoulatos et al. [24] and Järvenpää et al. [30, 31] designed and demonstrated in actual industrial
use case approaches for the assignment of capabilities to manufacturing resources and matching
against product requirements using a set of matching rules. The first is more oriented towards fully
automatic adaptation of manufacturing environments while Järvenpää et al. are more oriented
towards production environments in which human operators actively participate, in order to validate
the proposed (re-)configurations.
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5.2 Introduction to capabilities in manufacturing environment including the worker's
state
The latter capability-based approaches have shown great potential for supporting both static as well
as dynamic adaptation needs [31]. Their basic concept lies within describing the list of available
resources in terms of their capabilities, e.g. every device in the manufacturing environment having
certain properties and behaviour that allow it to perform a technical operation under certain ranges
and constraints. The core concept of adaptation lies within comparing and matching the capabilities
of the current system with the capability requirements set by the new product. The approach includes
the functional decomposition of higher-level capabilities offered by the system into simple capabilities
assigned to individual devices in a modular way. Therefore, capability-based matching of product
requirements and systems supports adaptation in all aspects of production system adaptation
(physical, logical, parametric). The above approaches however do not take into consideration a crucial
(central, even) component of the manufacturing environment: the actual worker/human operator
overseeing the process on the factory shop floor.
Within Factory2Fit, our goal is to extend the multi-agent architecture approach to include the workers
as separate agents who can (co-)design, change and have an overall impact on the production process
according to their skills and expertise, leveraged by factors related to their current emotional state
and personal preferences. Towards this end, a number of online measurements through an array of
smart sensors is to be taken into consideration towards extracting a new set of worker-related
capabilities for properly matching workers to production tasks as well as configuring resources to
better fit the workers’ needs and maximize situational awareness and work satisfaction. This will be
supported through a formalized and structured representation of worker capabilities, properties,
constraints and physical/emotional state following the approach of the Quantified Worker, and taking
particular care to include preferences such as preferred shifts, intrusiveness of user interfaces,
machine parameters and social aspects (e.g. preferences in co-workers) within future adaptation
considerations. Our approaches will be usable in both static and dynamic manufacturing
environments, taking particular care to assign workers and resources for increased throughput in
mass-production (low re-configurability) and broad flexibility in product customization production and
assembly lines.
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6 Overview and analysis of devices to measure user status
Within the following subchapters, a device overview to measure user status will be given. This
overview contains the current most promising devices available on the market and analyses them
according to the Factory2Fit requirements. The evaluated devices included two smartwatches, one
wristband for measuring heart rate and activity, and four options for emotion and stress detection. Of
specific interest were the user experience, the accuracy, and the applicability to the factory
environment of the device.

6.1 Methods
The device evaluations were conducted by researchers from VTT and TUC. For each device, volunteers
were asked to use freely the device in their everyday life at least for two weeks. Participants were
provided an evaluation template, where they were required to report their experiences regarding 1)
their user experience of the device and the accompanying application, 2) the perceived accuracy of
the device, as well as, 3) its applicability to manufacturing environments. Participants were asked to
evaluate the first two aspects also quantitatively with the scale 1 (very poor) to 7 (very good). The aim
was to have 3-4 evaluators for each device.

6.2 Microsoft Band 2
6.2.1 Description of the device
The Microsoft Band 2 (Figure 11) is a smartwatch and the follow-up of the Microsoft Band 1. The
smartwatch consists of a wristband, that was sold in three different sizes (small, medium and large),
with an integrated galvanic skin response sensor and an UV sensor. The main body of the smartwatch
has a small rectangular touch screen for interaction between user and watch and is connected without
transition to the wristband. Furthermore, it contains an optical heart rate sensor, a 3-axis
accelerometer and gyrometer, GPS, ambient light sensor, capacitive sensor, a barometer and skin
temperature sensor as well as a microphone. The connection to other devices is established via
Bluetooth and is therefore limited to distances smaller than 10 meters. For direct feedback, a haptic
vibration motor is integrated. Additional to the interaction via touch screen, there are two buttons at
the side of the main body.
The software interface is organized using tiles. For each application or program such as an e-mail app,
messaging app or workout app, one tile exists. The main screen shows the current time and more
information like step count, burned calories and more.
For the Microsoft Band 2 there is a large variety of apps that can be downloaded from the Microsoft
app store. In addition, Microsoft Band 2 comes with a software development kit (SDK) for
programmers for the platforms Windows, Android and iOS to develop their own apps.
Unfortunately, the production and the support for the smartwatches from Microsoft was stopped.
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Figure 11: Microsoft Band 2 device

6.2.2 Results of the review
Participants
Two male participants, aged between 30 and 40 years, tested the device during 25 workdays and 52
leisure days. Both have a distinct knowledge of the latest wearable technology and are experienced
with smart devices. They tested the device during different kinds of activities including walking,
cycling, hiking, playing golf, sleeping and other.
User experience
The reviewers reported that the Microsoft Band 2 was very easy to use. The display and the feedback
appeared to be intuitive. The display is clear and bright enough even for bright daylight. The
connection to the additional device (smartphone) via Bluetooth was usually flawless and stable during
the time of usage. Only sometimes it did not work instantly and when the distance between the
Microsoft Band 2 and the smartphone was too high (>10 meter, depending on environment), the
connection was lost.
For using the smartwatch, no further device is needed, the applications can be used standalone. The
logged data can be stored on the smartwatch as well as on the online profile saved at Microsoft
servers.
The subjective feeling wearing the device was good in general. Both participants felt that the watch is
rather big and not suitable for wearing continuously. For instance, it was not easy to pull back the
sleeve because of the size of the Microsoft Band 2.
In general, the user experience of the device was evaluated as good with the ratings of 5 and 6.
Accuracy
The accuracy of the sensors and the displayed data was rated subjectively. An estimate of the
proportion of the correct feedback was given. The accuracy was good for the GPS, step count, distance
moved, barometer and the sleep tracking (average >80 %). Subjectively, the accuracy for measuring
temperature and UV radiation needs improvement. When measuring the body temperature, it
increased steadily over a long period and varied depending on the environmental context. The same
applies for the UV sensor. However, the accuracy of the sensors needs to be validated by objective
measures.
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Applicability to the factory environment
In general, the reviewers believe that the Microsoft Band 2 would be suitable for the factory
environment because of the robust design, the Gorilla glass display and the wearing comfort is
sufficient for some hours. Because the smartwatch is attached to the wrist, both hands are free to
use. The Band has a large variety of sensors and functions to interact with machines and provide
relevant information, including communication via microphone, possible requests or vibrating alarms.
Due to the vibrating alarms, workers can even become aware of new messages or notifications in
areas with a high noise level.
Disadvantages are the size of the watch, which leads to possible work safety problems especially when
manually interacting with machines. In addition, the connectivity is only possible via Bluetooth.
Therefore, the distance for data exchange is restricted or additional devices are needed (carry a
smartphone).

6.3 Samsung Gear S3
6.3.1 Description of the device
The Samsung Gear S3 (Figure 12) is a smartwatch and the follow-up of the Samsung Gear S2. It comes
in two different designs: Frontier and Classic. Because of the bigger battery compared to the S2, the
battery service life is higher. The smartwatch consists of a wristband that can be adjusted to the arm
size. The main body of the smartwatch has a 1.3 inches and round touch screen for interaction
between the user and the watch. Furthermore, it contains an optical heart rate sensor, a 3-axis
accelerometer and gyrometer, GPS, ambient light sensor, a barometer and altimeter as well as a
microphone. The data connection can be established via Bluetooth, WLAN or NFC. For direct feedback
a haptic vibration motor is integrated. Additional to the interaction via touch screen, there are two
buttons at the side of the main body and a bezel to slide through the different applications by turning
the bezel.
The operating system is called Tizen and organized with different applications, e.g. for email,
messages, making phone calls, managing health, playing music, settings and information. The main
screen, which can be individualized, shows the current time and possibly more information like step
count, burned calories and more.
For the Samsung Gear S3 there is a large variety of apps that can be downloaded from the Samsung
app store. In addition, the Samsung Gear S3 comes with a software development kit (SDK) called Tizen
Studio for programmers supporting the platforms Android and iOS to develop own apps.

Figure 12: Samsung Gear S3 device
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6.3.2. Results of the review
Participants
Three participants, 2 males and 1 female, aged between 21 and 31 years, tested the device during 28
work days and 17 leisure days. All three participants are experienced with smart devices. They tested
the device during different kinds of activities including walking, cycling, office work, leisure time and
sleeping.
User experience
The reviewers evaluated the Samsung Gear S3 as easy to use and easy to understand. No issues
occurred during the first use and applying the watch as well as the connection with the additional
device worked without any problems. The feedback of the smartwatch was evaluated as clear and
intuitive. The Samsung Gear S3 appeared to be modest and solid. The only downside for one reviewer
was the repeatedly reminder under default settings to go for a walk and the big size of the smartwatch.
The reviewers had problems pulling the sleeve over the Gear or felt that it was disturbing while
running.
The applications were intuitive and well structured. In the reviewers view, the right balance is needed
between reminding the user to move and motivate him to make more steps or sports and not
annoying the user. One reviewer found it interesting to use the apps and inspect the recorded data.
Unfortunately, the continuous heart rate could not be displayed and the raw data of the sensors
cannot be exported or accessed easily.
In general, the user experience of the device was evaluated as good (rating median 6, range 5-7).
Accuracy
The accuracy of the sensors and the displayed data was rated subjectively, at first. The reviewers gave
an estimate of the proportion of the correct feedback. The accuracy was good for the GPS, heart rate,
step count, distance moved, barometer and the sleep tracking (average >80 %). The accuracy for the
floor count was by subjective impression in need of improvement. When walking constantly, the step
count was quite accurate, but when walking erratically the accuracy decreased noticeably. When
comparing with another smartwatch, the differences in step count vanished. The accuracy of the
sensors needs to be further validated by objective measures.
Applicability to the factory environment
In general, the reviewers believe that the Samsung Gear S3 is suitable for the use in a factory
environment, because of the large variety of functions and sensors it provides as well as the
possibilities to interact with the machine via this device. The wearing position is practical for doing
other tasks with both hands. Due to the vibrating alarms, workers can even become aware of new
messages or notifications in areas with a high noise level. In another context, the Samsung Gear is able
to provide audible information via speakers. The connection via Wi-Fi allows greater distances than
via Bluetooth and the NFC data connection can be used to exchange sensitive data in close range.
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The big size and the resulting potential danger, for example, getting stuck in a factory environment,
especially when interaction with the machines manually, must be considered when establishing such
devices.

6.4 Fitbit Charge
6.4.1 Description of the device
Fitbit (http://www.fitbit.com/uk/home) provides a varied selection of consumer devices for tracking
all-day activity and fitness metrics. Fitbit Charge HR (Figure 13), which is a wristband for tracking
activity, heart rate and sleep, was tested by the participants. The device includes an optical heart rate
sensor, a 3-axis accelerometer and an altimeter sensor. It monitors automatically several metrics,
such as continuous heart rate throughout the day, resting heart rate on a daily basis, steps categorized
based on the intensity (light, moderate, intense) of the activity, active minutes (bouts of moderateto-intense activity, continuous for at least 10 min), activity and stationary hours, duration and quality
of sleep, as well as, exercise sessions (see Figure 14 – Figure 16). Call, message and calendar
notifications can be displayed on the screen of the device and the battery life is promised to last up to
five days.
Fitbit Charge 2 (Figure 13) is a newer version of the Fitbit Charge HR and it is also available at the
market. It includes all the features of the Fitbit Charge HR, in addition to many other features, such as
a connected GPS (to the smart phone), tracking of various sport activities (e.g. lifting weights or yoga),
reminders to move, guided breathing sessions, and estimation for the cardio fitness level. Charge 2
has a larger display compared to Charge HR, and its band is replaceable.

Figure 13: Fitbit Charge HR (on the left) and Charge 2 (on the right)

The data collected by Fitbit devices are stored in the Fitbit cloud server and can be explored through
the Fitbit web dashboard and mobile app (see Figure 14 – Figure 16). The dashboard encourages goalsetting for various metrics, shows the progress towards the defined goals and rewards for
achievements through badges. API is available for retrieving the data to 3 rd party applications.
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Figure 14: Daily steps and active minutes, active and stationary hours in the Fitbit dashboard.

Figure 15: Steps and the intensity of the activity presented in the Fitbit dashboard over one day
Red, yellow and green spikes refer to light, moderate (brisk walking) and intense (jogging) activities, respectively.
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Figure 16: Continuous heart rate measure over one day presented in the Fitbit dashboard

6.4.2 Results of the review
Participants
The device was evaluated by three participants: 2 females and 1 male, aged between 30 to 60 years.
One of the participants had been using the device for nearly two years. The other two participants
used the device for 9 and 29 days. During testing, the device was used all the time, except when
charging it or having a shower.
User experience
The user experience for the device and the accompanying dashboard application were both rated as
good by all the participants (rating median 6, range 6-7). The device was perceived as easy to take into
use and connect with the application, the device was easy to use and interpreting the information on
the device display was straight forward, wearing the wristband felt unobtrusive and comfortable as it
was slim, light and fitted well on the wrist, and the reasonably long battery life of 4 to 5 days was
appreciated.
Likewise, the dashboard was easy to use and the presented metrics were regarded interesting and
clear to interpret. One of the participants found the differentiation of the actual sleep time from the
time spent in bed particularly useful, leading to better estimates for the actual sleep amount. In
addition, hardly any interruptions were observed in the continuous heart rate graphs, even during
exercise involving jumping and sharp hand movements. However, syncing the device data with the
dashboard was reported as rather slow by one of the participants, taking time from 30 to 60 seconds.
One participant also observed that sometimes the heart rate readings were recorded in the
dashboard, while the device was off the wrist.
One of the participants decided to buy a Fitbit device for herself based on her experiences during the
testing period.
Accuracy
The overall accuracy of the monitored metrics was generally regarded as high (rating median 6, range
5-6). Particularly, the daily step count, automatic detection of walking, running and outdoor cycling,
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as well as, interpreting the bouts of brisk walking and running as active minutes felt accurate. Certain
home chores involving intensive hand movements were also interpreted as active minutes (e.g.
arranging things, putting clothes to dry, baking and cleaning).
Two of the participants highlighted that the resting heart rate and sleep quality reflected their
perceived stress and tiredness levels well. One participant observed that the momentary heart rate
readings, while at rest, were well aligned with the heart rate readings of a blood pressure monitor.
However, the accuracy of the heart rate readings during everyday activities was regarded as hard to
evaluate in general, though differences in the heart rate levels during sleep, inactivity and activity
were clear. In addition, the heart rate readings during intense exercise was not always reliable (e.g.
during indoor cycling).
The experiences regarding the accuracy of sleep detection was mixed: Two of the participants
perceived the automatic sleep time detection quite correct; one of them estimated that the moments
of beginning to sleep and waking up were detected correctly on 90% of the time, even though she
often lay in the bed awake before going to sleep due to watching or reading something. Also, the short
periods of leaving the bed at night were detected correctly as awakenings. However, the third
participant felt that lying in the bed awake was often falsely interpreted as being asleep.
Applicability to the factory environment
The participants find the Fitbit Charge devices suitable for factory workers. Due to the slim and plain
design of the devices, they are not foreseen to disturb manual work or draw attention. The material
of the band does not seem sensitive to dirt or dents, and anyhow it is replaceable (for Charge 2). Also,
the accuracy of the monitored metrics seems to be at a good level.

6.5 Spire
6.5.1 Description of the device
Spire (Figure 17) is marketed as “the world’s only breath and activity tracker proven to decrease
stress” (https://www.spire.io/). The device can be worn on the centre or the side of bra or on the
waistband of pants. Based on the analysis of breathing patterns, the device identifies the states Tense,
Focus and Calm, monitors sedentary minutes and counts steps. It stores also location information
related to the states. When Spire is connected to the phone (via Bluetooth), it notifies by vibrating
about the different mental states and long periods of inactivity. The device can store data up to 6
hours, and the memory is emptied when the connection to the phone is established.

Figure 17: Spire device for tracking mental states
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The mental state is detected based on the personal average breathing rate, which is considered as the
baseline rate. According to Spire web site, Spire can evolve with the user by tailoring the algorithms
according to users’ breathing patterns. The different states are described as follows:
- “Calm: Spire measures Calm by sensing when your breathing rhythm is slow and smooth,
while your body is stationary.
- Focus: Spire measures Focus by sensing when your breathing rhythm is medium speed yet
consistent, while your body is stationary.
- Tension: Spire measures Tension by sensing when your breathing patterns are elevated and
erratic, while your body is stationary.”
The mobile application (Spire) is available for iOS and Android. It displays the current state of the user
and gives detailed summary information of the identified states during each day. The application also
includes calming exercises. The functionality of the application is described through the following UI
(user interface) views (Figure 18 - Figure 21).

Figure 18: The main view displays the current stae and the current breathing rate.
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Figure 19: The timing and length of each identified state (streak)
The streak is accompanied with location, calendar or picture information.

Figure 20: The detail view of a streak
The streak contains the breathing rate during a mental streak or steps during an activity streak,
the identified baseline breathing rate and the possibility to add tags for the streak.
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Figure 21: Daily summary view
This view contains the sum of the lengths of each
identified streak type per day, steps per day and proportion of each
streak type per day over a week.

6.5.2 Results of the review
Participants
The device was evaluated by four participants: all females, aged between 30 to 60 years. The testing
period was around 2 weeks, ranging from 10 days to 15 days. During testing, the device was used all
the time, when possible (not during the nights).
User experience
In overall, the user experience for the both device and application was rated as good; median rating 6
for both, range 5-7 for the device and range 4-6 for the application. The device was perceived as easy
to take into use and easy to use. It was unobtrusive and comfortable to wear, could be hidden under
the clothes and easily forgotten. The appearance of the device and the accompanying charging dock
were perceived attractive. Charging the device and connecting it to the phone was easy, but two
participants found the synchronizing with the phone rather or very slow. In addition, participants
experienced loss of data due to not opening the Spire app frequently enough (as the device can store
only 6 hours of data).
The vibration indicator of the mental states and sedentary periods was considered as a useful feature,
but the vibration patterns were difficult to differentiate from each other. However, the reason for
vibration could be easily checked from the phone. The information provided by the application was
easy to understand, and the daily statistics were mainly considered informative and interesting. The
application views were considered pleasant, the main view giving a calming feeling because of the
beautiful scenery on the background.
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Accuracy
Accuracy of the information provided by Spire was not rated as high as the user experience. The
accuracy was perceived moderate, with the median rating of 4.5 (range 3-5). The detected states were
not always in line with the personal feelings. Some of the states were correctly identified, but some
were not identified at all or misidentified. For example, some of the focused moments were identified
as calm, some feelings of tense were not detected by Spire (maybe because the state needs to last at
least 2 minutes to be detected) and light physical activity (e.g. house chores and muscle exercises)
were often identified as tense.
Applicability to the factory environment
As wearing the device was found comfortable and unobtrusive, it would fit well to the factory
environment. It would not be in the way when performing manufacturing work. However, as factory
work typically includes physical activity, it could easily cause wrong results, e.g. during lifting items (as
light physical activity was often identified as tense). Also the synchronisation might be an issue, as the
device can only store 6 hours of data. It should be also noted, that Spire does not provide continuous
data, but detects the user state only 30% to 50% of the time it is worn (4-6 hours per day).
However, as the feedback of Spire is based on breathing, the acceptability could be higher than with
devices which can be perceived as more ambiguous. With Spire, the factor to be measured (breathing)
is easy to understand and it is also rather easy to have an impact on it (to react for calming oneself).
Also the vibrating feedback could be beneficial for the workers. If the accuracy could be improved,
Spire would definitely be worth testing in the factory environment. It is foreseen that Spire would
mostly detect short streaks (2-3 min) of states during manufacturing work due to its physically active
nature. However, if during a certain, rather short period of time (e.g. 30 min), there are several (3-4)
streaks of the same state detected, the state could be considered with higher reliability. Since Spire
detects also activity, the information about continuous movement could be used to decide whether
similar states can be “interpolated” or merged together.

6.6 Moodmetric
6.6.1 Description of the device
Moodmetric ring (Figure 22) (http://www.moodmetric.com/) supports stress management by
estimating the intensity of emotions based on measuring the electrodermal activity (EDA) of the skin.
The intensity of emotions is measured continuously with values ranging from 0 to 100 (MM number):
- Values at 75 or above indicate elevated emotional level e.g. stress, excitement, anxiousness,
or fear
- values around 50 indicate an active mind
- values at 25 or below indicate a calm mind, relaxation, or recovery
The ring notifies the user of the emotional intensity by a led indicator:
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-

High emotion level alert: A red light starts to blink when the MM number has been at 75 or
above for 5 minutes
Calm mind indicator: A green led is illuminated when the MM number has been at 15 or
below for 5 minutes

Figure 22: The Moodmetric ring for measuring emotional intensity.

The ring can be worn also during the night to measure the state of mind during sleep. Moodmetric
measures the electrodermal activity (EDA) from the palmar skin on the finger. EDA is generated by the
activity of sweat glands, and it is an indicator for the reactions in the sympathetic nervous system. The
Bluetooth connection between the ring and the app does not have to be on all the time, since the ring
itself can store data (up to 270 hours). The data is uploaded to the app/database when the
“Moodflower” screen (Figure 23) of the app is opened and the Bluetooth connection is on.
Mobile app (Moodmetric) is available for iOS. It displays the current emotional intensity and a
summary view of the emotional intensity during each day and night (Figure 23). The app shows also
the step count and offers a feature for practicing for calming down.

Figure 23: The Moodmetric view
The Moodmetric view contains the real-time MM number and an emotion curve displaying the variations in the emotional
intensity (on the left); Daily summary views (at the middle): The MM values in the “Moodflower view”, shown separately for
the day (from 6 am to 6 pm) and night (from 6 pm to 6 am). Also the average MM value and step count are shown; Month
view (at the right): a comparison of MM values between days together with the average MM level and step count.
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6.6.2 Results of the review
Participants
The device was evaluated by four participants: all females, aged between 30 to 60 years. The testing
period ranged from 8 to 19 days. Two of the participants used the device all the time possible, also
during most of the nights. The other two participants used the device mostly during office work. One
of the evaluations could not be conducted completely, since the ring did not work, probably due to
the extremely cold weather during the testing period (around -20 celsius). Thus, the qualitative ratings
of this evaluation were excluded from the results.
User experience
The user experience of the device was rated as moderate with a median value of 5 (range 4-5). Starting
to use the device was easy, except two participants had problems in finding the most suitable finger
for the ring. Usage of the ring was mainly easy and effortless, but some problems occurred. One
evaluation could not be completed, because the ring stopped measuring. This may have been due to
the participant’s dry hands during to the extremely cold weather when testing the device (around -20
celsius). Another user had occasionally the same problem, but it did not have a major impact on the
user experience. Other problems included the difficulty to see when the device was running out of
battery or whether the ring was on or off. In addition, the everyday usage of the ring was regarded
occasionally as problematic, since one needs to take it away when washing hands, wearing gloves or
doing tasks which could damage it, and the ring felt to be in the way when performing certain task
(e.g. cleaning, changing clothes, holding or lifting items). However, the ring was surprisingly durable,
since it continued to work regardless of water splashes, accidentally hitting it at items and applying
pressure to it. Its appearance was evaluated from ugly to neutral. One participant felt, that the ring
should look either prettier or clearly indicate that it is a measurement device.
The user experience ratings of the application were in line with the ratings of the device (median rating
5, range 4-6). The feedback provided by the app was perceived understandable and interesting, but
real-time feedback and more detailed feedback related to specific events were wished for. Also, the
interpretation of colours in the day and month views was not clear. As the day (from 6am to 6pm) and
night views (from 6pm to 6am) did not reflect the real day and night time, one user found it a bit
confusing to follow the daily data. Otherwise the look and feel of the “Moodflower view” was
considered good. One participant experienced connection problems with the phone, but in general,
syncing the ring with the app was really fast (within seconds).
Accuracy
The accuracy of the detected emotional intensities was evaluated as good with a median value of 6
(range 5-6). The participants noticed that most of their emotional reactions were correctly detected
and the device detected both the low and high intensity situations (active/nervous/alert state vs.
relaxed/calm state). In addition, some of the participants reported that the device could detect a
rushed feeling, annoyance, stress, uncertainty and multi-tasking. However, the measures also
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included some false positives. Some of these happened due to unknown reason, some due to high
body temperature, which seemed to have a clear impact on the measurements. High emotional
intensity was shown for example after having sauna or during physical activity. One participant noticed
that her tiredness and longer-term stress were reflected in the measurements via high average daily
values during a stressful week.
Applicability to the factory environment
In general, the ring was not considered suitable for a factory environment. Wearing it can be difficult
when doing physical tasks, such as lifting metal sheets, and it is impossible when wearing gloves. Also
taking the ring on and off when washing hands could be problematic. Physical tasks and gripping items
tightly could also lead to false measurements. The usage of the ring could even be prevented by safety
regulations, as it could get stuck into tools or machines. However, as the accuracy of the data seems
promising, the data stream is continuous, and the device seems to be reasonably durable, the
possibility to use the ring as a research demonstrator in the project, during certain suitable tasks or
work context, should be considered.

6.7 Affectiva
6.7.1 Description of the device
Affectiva (www.affectiva.com/) is an emotion detection algorithm, which infers emotions by analyzing
facial expressions from video streams and pictures recorded with standard web or smart phone
cameras. The algorithm can detect 20 different facial expressions, such as, mouth open, smile, nose
wrinkle, brow raise and the head orientation. Based on the detected facial expressions, Affectiva
calculates the likelihood of 7 emotions, Anger, Contempt, Disgust, Fear, Joy, Sadness, and Surprise,
using a scale from 0 to 100. As an alternative metric for emotions, Affectiva measures emotional
Valence, which indicates how positive or negative the current emotion is with a scale from -100 to 100
without identifying the actual emotion. Valence is accompanied with an Engagement metric, which
illustrates the expressiveness of the current facial expression i.e. the intensity of the emotion with a
scale from 0 to 100. Affectiva provides also estimates for age within the accuracy of 10 years, and
recognizes the gender and ethnicity of a person, as well as, whether one is wearing eye glasses.
According to the company (Affectiva), its emotion detection algorithm has been trained and tested
with emotion data including more than 3.2 million faces from 75 countries, and over 12 billion emotion
data points. Affectiva provides a software development kit for processing and visualizing the data
locally, in real time. Anyone can try the functionalities of the Affectiva emotion detection algorithm
via web demos (https://labs-portal.affectiva.com/portal/web-demo#) and the AffdexMe mobile
application (Figure 24).
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Figure 24: Screenshot from the AffdexMe mobile application (taken from Google Play).
The algorithm has detected sadness and fear based on the person’s current facial expression with a confidence of 99% and
17%, respectively. Also the gender of the person has been recognized.

6.7.2 Results of the review
Participants
The algorithm was evaluated by four participants: 3 females and 1 male, aged between 30 to 60 years.
The testing periods were very short; most of the participants used the demo applications during 1 or
2 days, a few hours at a time, since the demo applications were not designed for long-term or
continuous use. For instance, the applications did not store the measurement data for later inspection.
The applications were used during office work, only.
User experience
Since Affectiva is not a physical device and the available applications were only for demo purposes,
this section is not relevant for the review. However, it is important to note that the optimal conditions
for the algorithm to work properly requires that the person is directly facing the camera from a close
distant in a room with adequate lightning, and nothing should be blocking the face (e.g. keeping one’s
palm on the cheek would interrupt the detection).
Accuracy
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The overall accuracy of the algorithm was regarded as poor by three of the participants (median rating
4, range 2-4). The fourth participant evaluated qualitatively only the accuracy of detecting facial
expressions with a value 6 (good).
The emotion detection was considered inaccurate for the following reasons: The algorithm detected
emotions even when participants did not have any particular feelings. One of the participants
observed that random, facial expressions, e.g. due to wrinkling the nose when itching, moving the
mouth when talking, chewing a gum or yawning, were falsely interpreted as emotions. The expression
for concentration was constantly interpreted as sadness for one participant, and as contempt or
surprise for another (see Figure 25). On the hand, the feelings felt by the participants (e.g. moments
of joy, stress or anxiety) were not clearly detected as emotions. Only one of the participants reported
that her feeling of stress was detected by the valence metric. Most of the participants felt that their
emotions are hardly reflected in their facial expressions while working at the computer, which may
explain the poor accuracy for the emotion detection.
The accuracy for detecting facial expressions was perceived as quite good. One of the participants
reported that even subtle changes in her expressions were detected. For instance, smile, frowning and
a neutral expression was always detected correctly. However, for an older participant, even the
detection of facial expressions was somewhat inaccurate, probably due to having wrinkles around the
eyes.
Since the data was not stored for later inspection by the demo applications, it was impossible to test
the accuracy of the algorithm properly.

Figure 25: Affectiva: a 2 min recording of the emotion data of one of the participants
Within this view data peaks occurred due to momentary changes in
facial expressions (smirking, pressing lips together) rather than experiencing actual emotions.

Applicability to the factory environment
The Affectiva algorithm cannot be utilized to monitor worker’s state during physically active work
tasks, since it requires the worker to directly face a camera. At best, the solution could be used for
momentary monitoring of certain work tasks, which are performed in still positions and under well-lit
conditions, provided that the accuracy of the emotion detection could be improved. Since the
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momentary facial expressions interpreted falsely as emotions appear as peaks in the data (as in the
Figure 25), it could be possible to differentiate the peaks from real emotions, assuming that an actual
emotion would appear in the data as a constantly high value (e.g. at least for 30 seconds). However,
this would require thorough testing. It should be also tested whether emotions really are reflected in
the facial expressions of workers during the manufacturing work. This is foreseen to vary between
workers.
Utilizing the algorithm would require installing cameras to the work environment, which might not be
ethically feasible or acceptable by the workers. In addition, the algorithm does not detect many
interesting emotional states: the neutral state; negative emotions such as boredom, frustration, and
anxiety; or positive emotions such as enthusiasm, engagement, and concentration. However, the
valence metric could be a useful indicator for differentiating negative and positive emotions, as well
as the neutral state from each other. Also the detection of smiles during the work might be of some
interest.

6.8 Emotiv Insight
6.8.1 Description of the device
Emotiv Insight is a headset (Figure 26) for monitoring cognitive performance and well-being based on
brainwave (EEG) signals. The device can monitor 6 cognitive and emotion metrics: Focus, Stress,
Excitement, Relaxation, Interest and Engagement (Figure 27). It can be also used to detect facial
expressions and to give mental commands in related applications (e.g. for moving objects in the
screen, typing or moving the mouse). The battery of the device lasts for 4 to 8 hours.

Figure 26: Emotiv Insight, a headset for monitoring cognitive performance and well-being
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Figure 27: Emotiv Insight view: 6 cognitive and emotion metrics are evaluated
The evaluation is displayed with a scale from 0 to 100 by the Emotiv Insight
while performing a task. The activated brain areas are highlighted in the brain image.

6.8.2 Results of the review
Participants
The device was evaluated by female two participants, aged between 30 to 45. The testing periods
were very short due to the very poor user experience. The participants could successfully use the
device only during couple of days, 1 or 2 hours at a time.
User experience
The participants evaluated the user experience for the device as very poor with the ratings of 1 and 2.
A proper sensor contact between the device and the sculpt was impossible to achieve, and the device
itself was very uncomfortable to wear. One of the participants reported that after wearing it for an
hour her head began to ache.
Accuracy
The accuracy of the detected metrics could not be evaluated due to the low usability of the device.
Applicability to the factory environment
The device is definitely not suitable for real-life settings.
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6.9 Summary
In the Table 7, the results of the expert reviews are summarized for all the tested devices.
According to the results, Samsung Gear S3 and Fitbit Charge (2) seem the most suitable for factory
workers for measuring activity, heart rate, and sleep. These devices have also certain additional
strengths of their own: Samsung Gear S3 can be also used for communication amongst the workers
and for interaction between the worker and the machine; Fitbit Charge 2 is compact in size
(unobtrusive) and has reasonably long battery duration with a continuous heart rate measurement.
However, none of the reviewed trackers for emotional state seem completely suitable for
manufacturing work. The Moodmetric ring and the Spire breathing device seem to be the best options
amongst the evaluated emotion trackers, but both have their downsides: The accuracy of the
Moodmetric ring is good, but wearing the rather large ring during manufacturing work is foreseen to
be inconvenient, in general. However, due to its good accuracy, considering wearing the ring during
part of the work day for certain tasks only is recommended. On the other hand, the Spire device would
fit well to factory environments in terms of its usability, but its accuracy is not convincing enough. In
order to make the final decision on the most suitable emotion tracker for the factory setting, first
these two devices should be tested in real factory environments. In addition, considering some other
options for emotion detection is advisable.
Finally, using consumer devices in a factory environment requires that the implementation is adjusted
according to safety regulations.

Device

User experience

Accuracy

Microsoft Band 2
smartwatch

Ok

High for most of
the metrics

Samsung Gear S3
smartwatch

Good

High

Fitbit Charge
wristband
Spire for
detecting mental
states based on
breathing
patterns
Moodmetric ring
for measuring

Good

High

Good

Moderate

Moderate

High

Suitability
to
factory workers
Good, however
the big size might
pose some issues

Remarks
The device is not
any more
available at the
market.

Good, however
the big size might
pose some issues
Good
Maybe: the
device is
unobtrusive, but
its accuracy is not
convincing
Not ideal, since
wearing the ring

Probably the
accuracy could
be improved,
requires testing.
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emotional
intensity based
on EDA

Affectiva emotion
detection
algorithm

Irrelevant

Poor

Emotiv Insight,
EEG headset for
measuring
cognitive and
emotion metrics

Poor

Could not be
evaluated

is impractical.
However, its
accuracy is good
and thus should
be considered for
some tasks.
Not likely, due to
the poor accuracy
and the
requirement for
workers to face
directly the
camera
Definitely not
suitable.

Probably the
accuracy could
be improved,
requires testing.

Table 7: Summary of the review results for the various tested devices.
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7 Overview of virtual factory
Jain et al [38] defined Virtual factory as an integrated simulation model of major subsystems in a
factory that considers the factory as a whole and provides an advanced decision support
capability.
Simulation and 3D visualization technologies have evolved in parallel to the Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) to provide more realistic simulation models that accurately
represent the different factory levels, providing accurate data of all the factory systems from the
smallest equipment to the entire factory.
Nowadays virtual factory models are digital twins which perfectly mirror the real factory. The
adoption of communication technologies has interconnected the virtual with the real factory. The
utilization of virtual factory models have improved performance testing solutions in the virtual
world, reduced troubles identifying them in the virtual model in advance, optimizing production
testing and verifying new configurations after the commissioning and without stopping the real
factory. Summarizing the virtual factory has enhanced productivity and reduced costs.
The virtual factory models in Factory2Fit will be created using the 3D simulation and visualization
technology provided by Visual Components. Visual Components technology is adaptable to the
pilots considered in Factory2Fit and can be extended to other use cases if during the project is
required (Figure 28).

Figure 28. Virtual Factory example with automated production and cobot assembly

The utilization of Industry 4.0 technologies, such as OPC UA and AML, within the Visual
Components simulation technology enhances interoperability and communication with other
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Factory2Fit components. OPC UA enables the communication, next-to-real time1, with other
components sharing information and visualizing it into the virtual factory.
The utilization of the virtual factory model in Factory2Fit will enable the sharing of the knowledge
between the different project stakeholders as well as interact with the digital mock-up to integrate
new concepts and improve the design through the collection of data. Collection and analysis of
data provided by the simulation of the virtual factory are essential in the development of the
smart factory as it allows to analyse production configurations, predict errors and take corrective
measures [39].
The virtual factory will enhance training in the manufacturing place, even before it has been built.
It will allow test and validate the working equipment, check new configurations and develop the
best solutions, reducing operational errors, and decreasing ramp up times.

1

50 – 100 ms
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8 Conclusions
The target of this deliverable was to provide an overview and analysis of existing standards, platform
and tools that form the enabling technologies for the Factory2Fit project. The results of this
deliverable D1.1 form the base for the further project work towards most modern applicable
standards for interoperability, a flexible adaptation concept, an overview of available devices and
technologies for measuring user status as well as an overview of the virtual factory concept.
Within the further project work the contents of this document provides an important base designing
and realizing interoperability of Factory2Fit developments. The document also supports choosing
relevant enabling technologies for the adaptation, knowledge sharing, training and participatory
design solutions to be developed in Factory2Fit project as well as for a modern virtual factory concept.
The initial overview of standards, platforms and tools is not complete and will be further developed
and updated throughout the project.
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